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PRX Derm Perfexion is the result of inspired  
research by noted dermatologist Dr. Rossana  
Castellana.  Her scientific innovation yielded  
an international patent, and to date 3+ million 
treatments have been administered globally.  

Now the amazing experience of genuine Italian 
skin biorevitalization is available in the United 
States as well.

You’ll appreciate the advantages ...
• Immediate, natural-looking results with  
   palpable firming, smoothing and brightening

• Rapid application (facial in ~20 mins)

• Topical application - no needles, no pain

• Zero down time - no peeling or frosting

• No photosensitivity - available all year round  
   Proper use of a quality SPF product is recommended  
   for direct sun exposure.

• Suitable for all skin types (Fitzpatrick I-VI)

PRX Derm Perfexion achieves these dramatic  
results by stimulating the skin’s regenerative  
process.  

The unique and proprietary formulation of PRX Derm 
Perfexion modulates the effect of high-concetration 
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) with the beneficial effects  
of low-concentration Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2),  
providing both immediate and sustained improve-
ment to the look and feel of your skin without 
invasive measures or downtime.  It is administered 
topically using a relaxing, lifting massage technique.  

You’ll look and feel great!
Ask your aesthetic professional how PRX Derm 
Perfexion can help you achieve the beautiful, firm, 
radiant skin you want!

Skin Beautifying Liquid
Applied by your  
aesthetic professional 
during treatment to  
initiate deep stimulation.

Protocol Home Therapy
This program is specifically formulated to nourish 
and restore your skin between treatments, ensuring  
you achieve full & sustained results.

1. Moisturizing Face Cream

      Apply this rich, natural moisturizer in  
   the morning, evening and as needed  
   when your skin feels dry or tight.   
   It is specifically formulated to restore  
the skin’s hydrolipidic barrier and provide the necessary calming, deep  
nourishment between treatments.  Face Cream is packed with high-quality 
Shea butter, active ingredients such as vitamins A and E, and select  
plant extracts.

2. Eye Contour & Facial Serum

This uniquely light & textured emulsion is easily  
absorbed by the skin, helping to maintain tone and  
active, rich hydration.  Facial Serum can be applied  
over makeup to support on-the-go skin hydration,  
making it perfect for at work & active lifestyles.   
Designed specifically for delicate skin, it will improve the appearance of 
wrinkles, crow’s feet, under-eye bags and dark circles.  
Facial Serum is not a substitute for proper use of Moisturizing Face 
Cream.  Use sunscreen and limit intensive sun exposure, this con-
tains AHA which may increase your skin’s sensitivity to the sun and 
particularly the possibility of sunburn. 

3. Facial Smoothing Fluid

  Starting the evening after your treatment, this mild  
  resurfacing agent combines low-pH Glycolic Acid (~3)  
  with a balanced formulation to help stimulate and  
  regenerate skin, providing a smoothing action that  
  results in compact, uniform skin. Extensive testing  
  has shown is well-tolerated by all skin types and 
does not cause burning if applied to intact skin.  
Wait 30 minutes before applying any other product.    


